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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new coded computing
technique called “substitute decoding” for general iterative dis-
tributed computation tasks. In the first part of the paper, we use
PageRank as a simple example to show that substitute decoding
can make the computation of power iterations solving PageRank
on sparse matrices robust to erasures in distributed systems.
For these sparse matrices, codes with dense generator matrices
can significantly increase storage costs and codes with low-
density generator matrices (LDGM) are preferred. Surprisingly,
we show through both theoretical analysis and simulations that
when substitute decoding is used, coded iterative computing
with extremely low-density codes (2 or 3 non-zeros in each
row of the generator matrix) can achieve almost the same
convergence rate as noiseless techniques, despite the poor error-
correction ability of LDGM codes. In the second part of the
paper, we discuss applications of substitute decoding beyond
solving linear systems and PageRank. These applications include
(1) computing eigenvectors, (2) computing the truncated singular
value decomposition (SVD), and (3) gradient descent. These
examples show that the substitute decoding algorithm is useful
in a wide range of applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative computation is one of the most fundamental tools in
statistics and numerical linear algebra. Optimization problems
can often be solved using iterative methods such as gradient
descent and its extensions. Spectral analysis on large and
sparse matrices, such as computing eigenvectors and the singu-
lar value decomposition, can also be conducted in an iterative
way [2]–[8]. Another typical example of iterative computing
is the power-iteration method that repeatedly multiplies the
intermediate result with a matrix until convergence, which is
useful in a variety of applications such as PageRank [9], [10],
semi-supervised learning [11] and clustering [12].
In this work, we utilize error correcting codes to make
distributed iterative computing robust to system noise such as
stragglers and erasures. Researchers from the coded computing
field have investigated a wide range of applications, including
matrix multiplications, distributed frameworks, and large-scale
machine learning algorithms [13]–[30]. Our previous work
[31] considered coded computing for power iterations when
many inverse problem instances of the form Mxi = bi, i =
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1, 2, . . . ,m are computed in parallel. However, a more com-
mon setting is the computation of a single inverse problem
Mx = b when the linear system matrix M is large and
sparse and thus cannot fit in the memory of a single machine,
and thus distributed computing is necessary. Existing results
in coded computing typically use dense generator matrices,
such as those of MDS codes, to ensure good error-correcting
capability. However, dense encoding of the sparse matrix M
can significantly increase the number of non-zero entries, and
hence can increase communication, storage and computational
costs. In fact, dense encoding using MDS codes makes the
sparse problem completely non-sparse. In this work, we use
codes with sparse generator matrices instead (low-density
generator matrices, or LDGM). However, despite the bad error-
correcting ability of LDGM codes, we show that LDGM
codes can be made surprisingly efficient in maintaining the
convergence rate of iterative computing. The key is to use a
novel decoding algorithm that we call “substitute decoding”.
The “substitute decoding” method relies on the fact that
the intermediate result in the iterative computing xt+1 =
f(xt) gradually converges to the fixed point or the optimum
point, so xt+1 and xt gradually become close to each other
when t increases. Using this property, the substitute decoding
method works by extracting the largest amount of available
information from partial coded results in the computation of
xt+1 = f(xt), and substituting the complementary unknown
information by the available side information xt from the
previous step. In other words, instead of computing the exact
result of xt+1 = f(xt), we compute a combined version
xt+1 = Proj1[f(xt)] + Proj2[xt], where Proj1 represents the
projection onto the space of available information from partial
decoding, and Proj2 represents the orthogonal projection of
Proj1. This is useful in coded computing with LDGM codes
because even if the exact result is not available, we can obtain
a partial result and use the side information xt to compensate
the information loss. As we show in our main theorems
(Theorem III.1 and Theorem III.2), substitute decoding can
reduce error by a multiplicative factor δ that drops to 0
when the partial generator matrix is close to full-rank. More
specifically, δ is linear in the rank of the partial generator
matrix formed by the linear combinations from non-erased
workers. The convergence rate of noiseless computation can
be achieved when δ is small. This property is essential in
using LDGM codes for coding sparse data because the partial
generator matrix is often not full-rank but close to full-
rank, which makes Proj1 approximately equal to the identity
projection, and makes xt+1 = Proj1[f(xt)] + Proj2[xt] close
to f(xt). As we show in our simulations (see Section V), even
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2for sparse generator matrices with only 2 non-zero entries
in each row, coded iterative computing works significantly
better than replication-based or uncoded iterative computing
in convergence rate when the results from a constant fraction
of workers are erased. When there are 3 non-zeros in each
row, the convergence rate of noiseless iterative computing (the
information limit) can be approximately achieved by coded
computing.
In the first part of the paper (see Section II to Section III),
we use PageRank (see Section II-A) as a simple example
of iterative computing and introduce the substitute decoding
method for different types of data splitting. We use the
power-iteration method to compute PageRank which essen-
tially computes the principal eigenvector of a sparse matrix.
In the second part of the paper, we show that substitute
decoding can be applied to more iterative computing problems
beyond PageRank and linear systems. For example, we show
that substitute decoding can make the orthogonal-iteration
method [2]–[8], [32] robust to erasure-type failures, which
can be applied to computing more than one eigenvectors (see
Section IV-A) and the truncated singular value decomposition
(see Section IV-B). We also show that substitute decoding
can be applied to the computation of gradient descent with
or without sparse data (see Section IV-C) and can improve
on existing techniques when an extremely sparse encoding
matrix is used. In Section V, we compare substitute-decoding-
based methods against other baseline methods for the same
communication cost. In Section VI, we provide the proofs for
all the theorems.
Now, we summarize the contributions of this work.
• We design the substitute decoding method and show it
can make coded iterative computing using LDGM codes
approximately achieve the convergence rate of noiseless
computation, in both theory and simulation.
• We apply substitute decoding to many applications, such
as large-scale eigendecomposition and singular-value-
decomposition that have applications in graph spectral
clustering, principal component analysis on sparse matri-
ces and anomaly detection.
A. Related works
A closely related line of works is coding for gradient-
descent-type algorithms [14], [19], [33]–[37]. For gradient
coding on nonlinear gradient functions, a sparse code is
necessary because the storage overhead and the computational
cost are directly related to the number of non-zeros in the
code. Also, since in real applications the data are often sparse,
the coding matrix needs to be sparse as well. For example,
the necessity of using sparse codes for sparse data and the
idea of storing uncoded relevant sparse data at each worker
as specified by the sparse encoding matrix first appear in
[19]. Comparing to coding for gradient descent, our substitute
decoding method focuses on a more general framework of
iterative computing beyond gradient descent. For example,
power iterations and the more general Jacobi iterations and
orthogonal iterations (see Section IV-A) are not gradient-
descent-type methods and the coding techniques used in this
paper are also different. Moreover, if the exact gradient is
required at each iteration, there is a tight lower bound on the
number of non-zeros and the bound is linear in the number
of erasures [14]. However, we focus on the regime where
the encoding matrix is extremely sparse, which means the
number of ones in each row of the encoding matrix is a
constant (2 to 3) and does not increase with the number
of erasures. However, we do notice interesting intellectual
connections between substitute decoding and recent works
on approximate gradient coding [34], [35] because in these
works remaining inaccuracy is also allowed in the computation
of gradients, and the lower bound on the number of non-
zeros in [14] can be relaxed. The main difference between
approximate gradient coding and substitute decoding, when
applied specifically to gradient descent, is that the substitute
decoding method tries to recover the partial results from all
workers, instead of focusing on computing only the SUM
function of the results. From this angle, substitute decoding
provides a way to introduce momentum into the system using
partial gradients computed from previous iterations. Some
other works in coded computing focus on sparsifying the
encoded matrix (not the encoding matrix) for coded matrix
multiplications [15], [38], but these schemes are generally
not available for sparsifying data matrices that are already
sparse, such as the graph adjacency matrix for PageRank. It
is also well-known that random sparsification on graphs may
reduce the computational complexity while maintaining the
eigenvectors and the spectrum [39], [40]. Although these spar-
sification techniques are generally not designed for erasures
on the entries of the intermediate result (which is equivalent
to erasing some entire row blocks of the graph matrix), they
can be used together with the substitute decoding technique
to further reduce the computational complexity, provided that
the same sparsification is applied to replicas of the same row
block.
Some concurrent works also focus on coded computing for
graph analytics [41] and sparse matrix multiplications [29],
[32], [42]. These works focus on single-shot computing instead
of iterative computing. For iterative computational tasks, one
has to optimize the system performance from the entire conver-
gence process. For example, although the substitute decoding
method is not optimal at each iteration (it does not even
provide the complete decoding result in a single iteration), it
has the desired convergence rate in the entire iterative process.
We notice that the multistage coded computation described by
a directed acyclic graph has been discussed in an earlier work
[43] under the Map-Reduce framework. The importance of
the convergence-rate for iterative computing in the context of
computing with stragglers has also been well-recognized by
recent works [19], [44].
Another intellectually related line of works is on coding for
noisy computing in which the circuit logic units can have faults
[45]–[51]. One idea in these works was that even if errors
cannot be eliminated completely during each iteration, the
error may not diverge if sufficient (low-complexity) decoding
is implemented after each iteration. This idea of iterative
error suppression has been applied recently in our previous
works to computing linear transforms entirely out of unreliable
3components [52] and logistic regression with erroneous units
[53]. The fundamental limits of iterative error suppression have
also been studied extensively [54] and are closely related to
the concept of information dissipation [55], [56]. Compared to
these works, we further show that even if the code that we use
is very sparse (LDGM), we can still manage to maintain the
convergence rate in the noiseless case when sufficient errors
are corrected during each iteration. This is fundamentally
different from previous works because substitute decoding
relies on the advantage of iterative convergence itself to make
a sparse code useful, while all the mentioned previous works
use dense codes. Note that the error-correcting ability of sparse
codes has been studied in control theory as well in the context
of observability in the presence of malicious attacks [57], [58],
but when the linear system matrix is 2s-sparse the allowable
number of failures is only s. In our work, the number of
tolerable erasures is linear in the number of workers, even
when the code is 2s-sparse. This is similar to the conclusion
of [35] in the study of gradient coding.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Preliminaries on PageRank and the Power-Iteration
Method
We use the PageRank problem [9], [10] as an example to
introduce substitute decoding and delegate the discussion on
more iterative computing tasks to Section IV. The PageRank
and the more general personalized PageRank problem aim
to measure the importance score of the nodes on a graph
by solving the linear problem x = cr + (1 − c)Ax, where
c = 0.15 is a constant, N is the number of nodes, A is the
column-normalized1 adjacency matrix and r ∈ RN represents
the preference of different users or topics. The classical way
to solve PageRank is to use the power-iteration method, which
iterates xt+1 = cr+(1−c)Axt until convergence. If we define
B = (1− c)A and y = cr. Then, we obtain the general form
of power iterations:
xt+1 = y + Bxt. (1)
The condition that (1) converges to the true solution x∗ is
that the spectral radius ρ(B) < 1. For the PageRank problem,
ρ(B) = 1− c and (1) always converges to x∗.
B. Noiseless Distributed Computing of Power Iterations
When the size of the linear system matrix B is too large
to fit in the memory of a single machine, the computation of
(1) is performed distributedly. The most straightforward way
is to partition B into several blocks and store them in the
memory of several workers. In this section, we describe three
types of data splitting, namely row-wise splitting, column-wise
splitting and SUMMA splitting (i.e., both row and column).
1By column-normalized, we mean the columns of A are normalized so that
each column has sum 1.
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Fig. 1. This shows the comparison between the existing works on coded
computing and the proposed coded computing technique for the computation
of power iterations in the row-splitting case. In the proposed method, we only
show the scalar version as mentioned in Remark 1.
1) Row-wise Splitting: We split the linear system matrix
B into several row blocks and store them in the memory of
several workers. Denote the number of workers by P , and
this is also the number of row blocks. At the beginning of
the t-th iteration, a master node sends the current result xt
to all workers. Then, the worker that has the row block Bi
computes Bixt and sends it back to the master node. At the
end of the iteration, the master node concatenates all the results
Bixt, i = 1, 2, . . . , P from the P workers to obtain Bxt, and
computes xt+1 = Bxt + y.
2) Column-wise Splitting: We split the linear system matrix
B into several column blocks and store them in the memory
of several workers. Again denote the number of workers by P ,
and this is also the number of column blocks. At the beginning
of the t-th iteration, a master node breaks the current result
xt into P subvectors of the same length N/P 2 and sends
each subvector xit to the i-th worker. Then, the i-th worker
computes Bixit and sends it back to the master node. At the
end of the iteration, the master node computes the sum of all
the results Bixit, i = 1, 2, . . . , P from the P workers to obtain
Bxt, and computes xt+1 = Bxt + y.
3) SUMMA Splitting: The SUMMA matrix splitting is
designed for matrix-matrix multiplications [59] to reduce the
communication complexity, but it can be applied to matrix-
vector multiplications as well. In SUMMA splitting, we split
the linear system matrix B both row-wise and column-wise
into
√
P × √P blocks Bij , i = 1, . . . ,
√
P , j = 1, . . . ,
√
P
and store them in the memory of P workers. At the beginning
of the t-th iteration, a master node breaks the current result
xt into
√
P subvectors of the same length N/
√
P and sends
each subvector xjt to all the workers that have blocks Bij ,
where i = 1, 2, . . .
√
P and j is fixed. Then, the (i, j)-
th worker computes Bijx
j
t and sends it back to the master
node. After that, the master node computes the sum of all
2When N is not divisible by P , we can add some zero columns to the
matrix B
4the results Bijx
j
t , j = 1, 2, . . . ,
√
P for a fixed i to obtain
a subvector with index i, and concatenates all the subvectors
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,
√
P to obtain Bxt. Finally, the master node
computes xt+1 = Bxt + y.
Since the data matrix B can have different types of splitting
methods, the coded computing technique should be able to
apply to different splitting situations as well. In Section II-D,
we show that our coded computing technique can indeed be
applied to different matrix splitting situations.
C. Preliminaries and Notation on Coded Computing
Error correcting codes can help make distributed computing
robust to stragglers and erasures. We first present the direct
application of coded computing to the power iteration (1)
with row-wise splitting, and point out a drawback of it. As
shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, if the common idea of
coded computing is applied to row-wise splitting, BN×N
is partitioned into k row blocks and linearly combined into
P > k row blocks B˜i, i = 1, 2, . . . , P using a (P, k) linear
code with a generator matrix G of size P × k. Each encoded
block is stored at one of the P workers. For simplicity, we
assume that N is divisible by k, and denote the number of
rows in each row block by b = Nk . Then, encoding can be
written as
B˜ = (GP×k ⊗ Ib)B, (2)
where the Kronecker product is because we encode row
blocks.
Example 1. We show an example of coded computing [13].
This example will be mentioned many times throughout the
paper. Suppose B is partitioned into BN×N =
[
B1
B2
]
and
encoded into B˜ 3
2N×N =
 B1B2
B1 + B2
. The generator matrix
is G3×2 =
1 00 1
1 1
. The number of row blocks in B is k = 2.
The number of workers is P = 3 (which is also the code
length). The number of rows in each row block is b = N2 . The
encoding can indeed by written as (2), because B1B2
B1 + B2
 =
Ib Ib
Ib Ib
[B1
B2
]
=
1 00 1
1 1
⊗ Ib
[B1
B2
]
.
At each iteration, the i-th worker computes B˜ixt and the
master node concatenates all the results to obtain B˜xt, which
is a coded version of Bxt.
Now, we define two operations (shown in Fig. 2). Denote
by v = vec (X) the operation to vectorize the matrix X into
the concatenation of its transposed rows, and denote by X =
mat (v) the operation to partition the column vector v into
small vectors and stack the transposed small vectors into the
rows of X. We always partition the vector v into smaller ones
of length b = Nk which represents the row-block size at each
worker. Then, it is straightforward to show that any operation
of the form x = (A ⊗ Ib) · v can be rewritten in a compact
v X
vec(X)
mat(v)
b
b
b
b
Fig. 2. An illustration on the vec (·) and the mat (·) operations.
form x = vec (Amat (v)). Therefore, from (2), the obtained
results at the master node is
B˜x = (GP×k ⊗ Ib)Bx = vec (Gmat (Bx)) . (3)
The matrix-version of B˜x is hence Gmat (Bx), which means
each column of the matrix-version of B˜x is a codeword.
In the presence of stragglers or erasures, the coded results
Gmat (Bx) would lose some of its rows, and the decoding
can be done in a parallel fashion on each column. There are
b columns in Gmat (Bx). Thus, the decoding complexity is
bNdec, where Ndec is the complexity of decoding a single
codeword.
A main drawback of the above method is that the generator
matrix G is usually dense, such as MDS codes or random
Gaussian codes. However, in practice, the system matrix B is
often sparse, as in the PageRank problem. Therefore, using a
dense G may significantly increase the number of non-zeros of
the sparse linear system matrix. For example, if the generator
matrix G has 20 non-zeros in each row, it means that the
submatrices B˜i stored at each worker can have at most 20
times larger size than the uncoded case if the matrix B is
sparse. In this paper, the key question that we would like to
ask is that what is the right coding algorithm to use if we have
a tight constraint on the sparsity of the encoding matrix (such
as only 2 or 3 non-zeros in each row of the encoding matrix),
and whether any positive results can be achieved under such
constraint. Notice that in some applications such as computing
the gradient, if the exact gradient needs to be computed, the
sparsity of the encoding matrix has to grow linearly with the
number of erasures [14].
In section III-A, we show that G can actually be very sparse
(such as two ones in each row), while the iterative computing
(such as power iterations) can still remain robust to a linear
number of stragglers in P . This result is extended in Section
IV to general iterative computing problems.
D. Preliminaries on the Proposed Technique
1) Row-wise splitting: In our technique for row-wise split-
ting, similar to standard coded computing, the linear system
matrix B is partitioned into k row blocks and encoded into P
row blocks using a (P, k) code with rate R = kP . Each encoded
row block is stored at one worker. We now state an important
difference in our code: at each iteration, we use a different
generator matrix G(t), but its sparsity pattern remains the
same across iterations. In Example 1, the generator matrix
G =
1 00 1
1 1
. So at each iteration t, we have a different
5generator matrix G(t) =
gt11 00 gt22
gt31 g
t
32
. We choose each non-
zero gtij to be a standard Gaussian r.v., and all of these r.v.s
are independent of each other. The fixed sparsity pattern G
determines which (sparse) row blocks of the uncoded matrix
B are stored at each worker. In particular, Bj , j = 1, . . . , k is
stored at worker-i, i = 1 . . . P , when Gi,j = 1. In Example
1, B1 is stored at worker-1 and worker-3, and B2 is stored at
worker-2 and worker-3. However, instead of precomputing the
encoded submatrices B˜i as in (2), the i-th worker just stores its
required row blocks in B, because the code is time-varying.
Similarly, we also partition the vector y into k subvectors
of length b and store them in the P workers in the exactly
same fashion as B. At the t-th iteration, worker-i computes
(G(t))i-th rowmat (Bxt + y). In Example 1, this means that
worker-3 stores B1 and B2 at the local memory. At the t-th
iteration, it computes B1xt + y1 and B2xt + y2 and encodes
them to g31(t)(B1xt + y1) + g32(t)(B2xt + y2) using the
linear coefficients in G(t). Since the sparsity pattern is fixed,
although the code is time-varying, stored data blocks at each
worker remain the same.
At each iteration, a random fraction  of the workers fail to
send their results back due to either erasures (packet losses)
or stragglers (the communications with slow workers are
discarded to save time). Then, at the master node, available
results are G(t)s mat (Bxt + y), where G
(t)
s is the submatrix
of Gs formed by the linear combinations at the non-erased
workers. We call G(t)s a “partial generator matrix”. In existing
works on coded computing, if a dense Vandermonde-type code
is used, the desired result Bxt + y can be decoded from
G
(t)
s mat (Bxt + y) if 1− > R, because any square submatrix
G
(t)
s of a Vandermonde matrix is invertible. However, if G
is extremely sparse, even if  is very small, it is possible
that Bxt + y cannot be decoded because G
(t)
s may not be
invertible.
2) Column-wise splitting: In the column-wise splitting, the
matrix B is partitioned into k column blocks Bj , j = 1, . . . k.
Similar to the row-wise splitting case, we do not encode
these column blocks explicitly in preprocessing because we
are going to use a time-varying code. Instead, we distribute
these column blocks according to the (fixed) sparsity pattern
matrix G. In particular, Bj , j = 1, . . . , k is stored at worker-i,
i = 1 . . . P , when Gi,j = 1. At the t-th iteration, the master
node partitions the vector xt into k sub-vectors x
j
t and sends
xjt to all workers that have the column block Bj in memory.
Then, the i-th worker computes the linear combination
wit =
k∑
j=1
gtijBjx
j
t , (4)
and sends back the result. Notice that the communication
overhead of sending multiple xjt ’s instead of one to each
worker is larger than in the noiseless case but this overhead is
small because (1) the pattern matrix G is very sparse, and (2)
the vectors xjt are of small length N/k compared to the vector
Bjx
j
t of length N , so the communication cost is dominated
by the communication from the workers to the master node.
If no erasures occur, the master node receives
Wt := [w
1
t ,w
2
t , . . . ,w
P
t ] = [B1x
1
t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ]·(G(t))>,
(5)
and decodes Bxt =
∑k
j=1 Bjx
j
t from these column vectors
by inverting the matrix G(t). It then updates xt+1 based on
the estimate of Bxt. However, since the matrix G is sparse,
when there are erasures, the submatrix G(t)s may again be not
invertible similar to the case of row-wise splitting.
3) SUMMA-type splitting: Although an entangled way of
applying coded computing to the SUMMA splitting is pos-
sible, we only investigate in this paper a simple way of
extending the row-splitting coded computing to SUMMA
splitting due to the increase in the communication cost when
the entangled way is used. Our way is to only apply coding to
each column block of the SUMMA matrix splitting, i.e., for
Bij , i = 1, . . . ,
√
k and for each fixed j. More specifically,
we partition all the P workers evenly into
√
k groups and
partition xt into
√
k subvectors xjt . Then, the j-th group is
only responsible for computing wjt =

B1jx
j
t
B2jx
j
t
...
B√kjx
j
t
. Since the
workers in the j-th group is computing a matrix-vector multi-
plication with row-wise matrix splitting, one can directly apply
the coded computing in the row-wise splitting case to compute
an estimate of wjt using a (P/
√
k,
√
k) sparse code. After that,
the master node computes an estimate of Bxt =
∑√k
j=1 w
j
t by
adding the estimates of wjt , j = 1, . . . ,
√
k.
III. SUBSTITUTE DECODING FOR CODED ITERATIVE
COMPUTING
In Section II-C and Section II-D, we suggested a plausible
tradeoff on the sparsity of G. If it is dense, storage cost is
high. If it is sparse, G(t)s may not be inverted to get the desired
results Bxt + y. Surprisingly, we show that G
(t)
s can actually
be made sparse, while its noise-tolerance is maintained. We
first examine the row-splitting case.
A. Substitute Decoding Algorithm for LDGM codes for Row-
wise Splitting
The key observation is that although G(t)s may not have full
column rank, we can get partial information of Bxt + y from
G
(t)
s mat (Bxt + y). Suppose that the SVD of G
(t)
s is
(G(t)s )(1−)P×k = UtDtV
>
t , (6)
where the matrix Vt has orthonormal columns and has size
k × rank(G(t)s ). By multiplying Lt = D−1t U>t to the partial
coded results G(t)s mat (Bxt + y), the master node obtains
(D−1t U
>
t )G
(t)
s mat (Bxt + y)
(a)
= V>t mat (Bxt + y) , (7)
where (a) follows from (6). Then, the master node finds an
orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complementary space of
the column space of Vt, i.e., an orthonormal basis of R⊥(Vt)
6Column space of Vt
Column space of Vt
Bxt+y
xt
Proj1
Proj2
Proj2'
Fig. 3. This is an illustration of substitute decoding where the known parts are
colored blue and the unknown parts are colored red. From G(t)s (Bxt + y),
we can get the projection of Bxt + y onto the column space of Vt (see
Proj1). For the unknown part Proj2, we use the projection of xt instead,
which is Proj2’.
(where R⊥(·) means the orthogonal complementary space),
and forms the basis into a matrix V˜t, such that the matrix
[Vt, V˜t] is an orthonormal one3 of size k × k, i.e., Vt, V˜t
are orthogonal to each other, and
VtV
>
t + V˜tV˜
>
t = Ik. (8)
The master node uses V>t mat (Bxt + y) obtained from (7)
and the stored xt as side information to obtain a good estimate
of Bxt + y to compute xt+1. In particular, xt+1 is
xt+1 = vec
(
[Vt, V˜t] ·
[
V>t mat (Bxt + y)
V˜>t mat (xt)
])
. (9)
This is equivalent to
xt+1 = vec
(
VtV
>
t mat (Bxt + y) + V˜tV˜
>
t mat (xt)
)
.
(10)
Remark 1. (Intuition underlying substitute decoding) We
provide intuition by looking at a scalar-version as shown in
the lower part of Fig. 1. In the scalar version, the vector length
b of each subvector of xt satisfies b = 1 and Ib = 1 and (10)
becomes
xt+1 = VtV
>
t (Bxt + y) + V˜tV˜
>
t xt. (11)
Since Vt and V˜t have orthogonal columns and they are
orthogonal to each other, VtV>t and V˜tV˜
>
t are two projection
matrices onto the column spaces of Vt and V˜t respectively.
Since Vt is obtained from the SVD of G
(t)
s (see equation
(6)), the projection VtV>t is the projection to the row space
of G(t)s . The intuition of substitute decoding is that even if
we cannot get the exact result of Bxt + y by inverting the
sparse G(t)s , we can at least obtain the projection of Bxt + y
onto the row space of G(t)s . Then, for the remaining unknown
part of Bxt + y, i.e., the projection of Bxt + y onto the
right null space of G(t)s , we use the projection V˜tV˜>t xt of the
side information xt to substitute. This intuition is illustrated in
Fig. 3. We give an outline of the substitute decoding algorithm
for the row-splitting case in Algorithm 1.
3If G(t)s has full rank, Vt is already a square orthonormal matrix and in
this case V˜t is the NULL matrix, because R⊥(Vt) is the trivial space {0}.
Algorithm 1 Coded Power Iterations for Row-wise Splitting
Input: Input y, matrix B and sparsity pattern G.
Preprocessing: Partition B into row blocks and y into
subvectors and store them distributedly as specified by the
sparsity pattern matrix G. Generate a series of random
generator matrices G(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , T .
Master Node: Send out xt at each iteration and receive
partial coded results. Compute xt+1 using substitute de-
coding (10), where V, V˜ are obtained from SVD (6) and
mat (Bxt + y) is computed using (7).
Workers: Worker-i computes (G(t))i-th rowmat (Bx + y).
Output: The master node outputs xT .
B. Substitute Decoding for Column-wise Splitting
In the section, we show how substitute decoding can be ap-
plied to the column-partition case described in Section II-D2.
From (5), the results obtained from all the P workers are
Wt = [w
1
t ,w
2
t , . . . ,w
P
t ] = [B1x
1
t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ]·(G(t))>.
(12)
When the coded results from some workers are erased, the
results at the mast node are [B1x1t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ]·(G(t)s )>.
Similar to the row-wise case, we compute the SVD of
G
(t)
s = UtDtV
>
t and right-multiply the partial results by a
decoding matrix UtD−1t V
>
t . Then, we obtain the projection
[B1x
1
t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ]VtV
>
t . Define u
j
t = Bjx
j
t , j =
1, . . . , k. The master node always maintains an estimate of
ujt which we denote by û
j
t . Then, the substitute decoding step
is defined by
[û1t , . . . , û
k
t ] =[B1x
1
t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ]VtV
>
t
+ [û1t−1, . . . , û
k
t−1]V˜tV˜
>
t .
(13)
Finally, the master node uses
∑k
j=1 û
j
t as the estimate of Bxt
and updates xt+1 as follows
xt+1 = [û
1
t , . . . , û
k
t ] · 1k + y. (14)
A potential drawback of the decoding step (13) when
compared to the decoding step (10) in the row-wise splitting
case is that the decoding complexity is higher due to matrix-
matrix multiplication on (a submatrix of) the N × P coded
partial results matrix Wt. One way to reduce the time cost is
to compute
xt+1 =[û
1
t , . . . , û
k
t ] · 1k + y
(a)
= [B1x
1
t ,B2x
2
t , . . . ,Bkx
k
t ](VtV
>
t 1k)
+ [û1t−1, . . . , û
k
t−1](V˜tV˜
>
t 1k) + y
(b)
=[w1t ,w
2
t , . . . ,w
P
t ](UtD
−1
t V
>
t 1k)
+ [û1t−1, . . . , û
k
t−1](V˜tV˜
>
t 1k) + y,
(15)
where step (a) is from (13) and step (b) is from
right-multiplying UD−1t V
>
t to (12). Here, computing
UtD
−1
t V
>
t 1k and V˜tV˜
>
t 1k have complexity O(Pk), and the
remaining part is still matrix-vector multiplication which has
complexity O(PN), instead of the matrix-matrix multiplica-
tion in (13) which has complexity O(PkN). After computing
7xt+1, the master node starts transmitting xt+1 to the workers.
In the meantime, the master node starts a new thread to
compute (13) and updates the estimates [û1t , . . . , û
k
t ]. We
provide an outline of substitute decoding for the column-wise
splitting case in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Coded Power Iterations for Column-wise Split-
ting
Input: Input y, matrix B and sparsity pattern G.
Preprocessing: Partition B into column blocks and store
them distributedly as specified by the sparsity pattern G.
Generate a series of random generator matrices G(t), t =
1, 2, . . . , T .
Master Node: At each iteration, partition xt into k sub-
vectors xjt , j = 1, . . . , k and transmits x
j
t to each worker
i such that Gij = 1. Then, receive part of all the coded
results [w1t ,w
2
t , . . . ,w
P
t ]. Conduct substitute decoding (15)
and get xt+1. While transmitting xt+1 to the other workers,
update the estimates [û1t , . . . , û
k
t ] using (13).
Workers: The i-th worker computes wit in (4).
Output: The master node outputs xT .
C. Substitute Decoding for SUMMA-type splitting
As we have discussed in Section II-D3, we extend the
substitute decoding algorithm in the case of row-wise splitting
to SUMMA splitting. The way is to apply separate substitute
decoding to the coded computation of wjt =

B1jx
j
t
B2jx
j
t
...
B√kjx
j
t
 in
each group of P/
√
k workers for all
√
k groups. Therefore,
the algorithm of substitute decoding in this case is almost
exactly the same as in the row-splitting case. The only
difference is that when the master node waits for k out of
P workers to finish the computation, the number of workers
that responds in each group may be different from each other,
because the number of erasures in each group may not be
the same. Therefore, it would be useful to have a decoding
algorithm that can work flexibly in terms of the number of
workers that responds. As we have shown in Section III-A and
Section III-B, the substitute decoding algorithm indeed has this
advantage: it does not need to specify the number of workers
that responds in order to decode. Therefore, we can easily
transplant the row-wise splitting case to SUMMA splitting
without concerning about different number of responses in
different groups.
D. Cost Analysis of Substitute Decoding
1) Cost Analysis in Algorithm 1: First, let us analyze the
communication cost. For each worker, the communication cost
at each iteration comes from the transmission of xt of length
N and the transmission of the result of length b = N/k. So
the total number of communicated floating point numbers is
N(1 + 1/k) which is linear in N .
For the computation cost at the master node, the SVD has
complexity O(kP 2) which is negligible. The computation of
(7) and the substitute decoding given in (9) together have
complexity O(k2b) = O(kN) which is linear in N . The
vectorization and matricization steps have a negligible cost.
The i-th worker computes a sub-vector of the entire Bx.
Denote by E the number of non-zeros in B. Suppose the
sparse generator matrix G has d ones in each row. Then, the
complexity at each worker is O((dE)/k). This complexity
can be superlinear in N for dense graphs, but usually, the
average degree of a graph is a large constant. This means the
computation cost at each worker is also linear in N , but with
a large constant.
2) Cost Analysis in Algorithm 2: First, we analyze the
communication cost. For each worker, the communication
complexity comes from receiving a constant number of xjt
of length N/k and the transmission of the result of length
N . The number of xjt is d where d is the number of ones in
each row of the matrix. So the total number of communicated
floating point numbers is N(1 + d/k) which is linear in N .
For the computational cost at the master node, the SVD is
like the row-wise splitting case and has negligible cost. As
we have analyzed in Section III-B, the substitute decoding
step (15) has complexity O(PN), and the computation of
(13) has complexity O(PkN) but can be done simultaneously
with the communication step. The computational complexity
at each worker is the same as in the row-splitting case and is
O((dE)/k).
Remark 2. Since the communication complexity and the com-
putational complexity are both linear in N , constant factors
matter in determining which cost is dominant. When the code
size is small, the communication time can dominate even when
the average degree of the graph is much larger than 1, because,
in practice, communication time can dominate computing time
even if computing is in scaling sense more expensive, simply
due to the fact that communication is slower than computation
in current technologies [14], [17]. In our simulations, we focus
on the communication cost and analyze the cost mostly from
this perspective. However, we still cannot use a dense code
for encoding due to increased storage cost. We also cannot fit
the entire graph into the main memory of a single machine
because the average degree can be a large constant.
E. Convergence Analysis of the Coded Power Iterations Using
Substitute Decoding
1) Analysis of Algorithm 1: Denote by x∗ the true solution
of x = Bx + y. Then,
x∗
(a)
= vec
(
VtV
>
t mat (x
∗)
)
+ vec
(
V˜tV˜
>
t mat (x
∗)
)
=vec
(
VtV
>
t mat (Bx
∗ + y) + V˜tV˜>t mat (x
∗)
)
,
(16)
where (a) holds because of (8). Defining the remaining error
as et = xt − x∗ and subtracting (16) from (10), we have
et+1 = vec
(
VtV
>
t mat (Bet)
)
+ vec
(
V˜tV˜
>
t mat (et)
)
.
(17)
8Remark 3. (Why substitute decoding suppresses error) Before
presenting formal proofs, we show the underlying intuition
on why the substitute decoding (9) approximates the noiseless
power iteration xt+1 = Bxt + y well. Again, we look at the
scalar version, i.e., Ib = 1. In this case, (17) becomes
et+1 = VtV
>
t Bet + V˜tV˜
>
t et. (18)
Ideally, we want et+1 = Bet since B is a contraction matrix
(recall that ρ(B) < 1). Due to noise, we can only realize this
contraction in the column space of Vt, which is the first term
VtV
>
t Bet. Although the partial generator matrix G
(t)
s may
not have full rank due to being sparse (i.e., dim(R(Vt)) < k),
G
(t)
s can be close to full rank. This means that the column
space R(V˜t) can have low dimension. Therefore, for the
second term in (18), the projection matrix V˜tV˜>t suppresses
the larger error et (compared to Bet) by projecting it onto
the low-dimensional space R(V˜t). In Theorem III.1, we will
show V˜tV˜>t reduces E[‖et‖2] by a small multiple factor that
decreases to 0 linearly as rank(G(t)s ) increases.
Definition 1. (Combined cyclic sparsity pattern) The sparsity
pattern matrix satisfies G =
[
S1
S2
]
, where S1 and S2 are both
k × k square cyclic matrices with d non-zeros in each row.
Assumption 1. (Random failures) At each iteration, a random
subset of the workers fail to compute the result due to either
stragglers or erasure-type errors. Failure events are indepen-
dent across all iterations.
Theorem III.1. (Convergence Rate of Algorithm 1) If the
sparsity pattern G in Definition 1 is used and Assumption 1
holds, the remaining error et = xt−x∗ of Algorithm 1 satisfies
E[‖et+1‖2] = (1− δt)E[‖Bet‖2] + δtE[‖et‖2], (19)
where
δt = 1− E[rank(G
(t)
s )]
k
. (20)
The proof is in Section VI-A. From Theorem III.1, we can
simply upper-bound E[‖Bet‖2] by ‖B‖22 E[‖et‖2] and hence
E[‖et+1‖2] ≤ [(1− δt) ‖B‖22 + δt] · E[‖et‖2]. (21)
This means that when δt is close to 0, i.e., when G
(t)
s is close
to full rank, E[‖et‖2] converges to 0 with rate close to ‖B‖2t2 .
In Table I in Section V-A, we show how δt changes with
the degree d in Definition 1. Notice that the noiseless power
iterations converge with rate (ρ(B))2t. For the PageRank
problem, B = (1− c)A and A is the column-normalized ad-
jacency matrix. We show in Lemma B.1 that for Erdös-Rényi
model G(N, p), Pr
(
‖A‖ >
√
1+
1−ρ(A)
)
< 3Ne−
2Np/8.
This means that with high probability ‖A‖2 ≈ ρ(A) and
hence ‖B‖2 ≈ ρ(B), and the convergence rate of coded
power iteration and that of noiseless power iteration are close.
Here, in G(N, p), it suffices for p to be Ω(logN/(N2)) for
3Ne−
2Np/8 to be small.
2) Analysis of Algorithm 2: Recall that x∗ is the true solu-
tion of x = Bx + y. Denote by xj∗ the j-th subvector of x∗
after partitioning x∗ into k subvectors. Suppose uj∗ = Bjxj∗.
Then, the intermediate estimates [û1t , . . . , û
k
t ] in (13) can also
be viewed as estimates of uj∗ = Bjxj∗, j = 1, . . . , k. Define
ejt = û
j
t − uj∗. Notice that the optimal solution x∗ satisfies
x∗ = Bx∗ + y =
k∑
j=1
Bjx
j∗ + y =
k∑
j=1
uj∗ + y. (22)
Subtracting (22) from (14), we have
et+1 =
k∑
j=1
ejt , (23)
where et+1 = xt+1 − x∗. Therefore, if we can prove the
convergence of ejt to 0, we can simultaneously establish the
convergence of et, and hence prove the convergence of xt to
x∗. Define
Et =
e
1
t
...
ekt
 . (24)
Then, the following theorem state the convergence rate of Et.
Theorem III.2. (Convergence Rate of Algorithm 2) If the
sparsity pattern G in Definition 1 is used and Assumption 1
holds, the remaining error Et of Algorithm 2 satisfies
E[‖Et+1‖2] ≤ [(1− δt) ‖B‖2col + δt]E[‖Et‖2], (25)
where
δt = 1− E[rank(G
(t)
s )]
k
, (26)
and ‖B‖col =
√
kmaxj{‖Bj‖2} and Bj are the column
blocks of B.
From Theorem III.2, we can see that apart from the δt
factor again, we have defined a new norm ‖B‖col, which is
the maximum of the induced 2-norms of the column blocks
B1, . . .Bk. We show in Lemma B.2 that for Erdös-Rényi
model G(N, p), Pr
(
‖A‖col >
√(
1 + kN
)
1+
1−ρ(A)
)
< 3Ne−
2Np/8+3kNe−
2Np/(8k). This means that with high
probability ‖A‖col ≈ ρ(A) and hence ‖B‖col ≈ ρ(B), and
the convergence rates of coded power iterations and noiseless
power iterations are close.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF SUBSTITUTE DECODING
Substitute decoding can be applied to many iterative com-
puting problems. In this section, we show three applications,
namely computing multiple leading eigenvectors, computing
multiple leading singular vectors and gradient descent. The
first two applications are widely used in sparse matrix prob-
lems such as spectral clustering [60], principal component
analysis and anomaly detection [61].
9A. Computing Multiple Eigenvectors using Coded Orthogonal
Iterations
1) Background on the Orthogonal-Iteration Method: When
the input vector y is zero, the power-iteration method in (1)
is equivalent to computing the principal eigenvector of B.
However, we may be interested in more than one eigenvectors.
For example, in spectral clustering or spectral embedding,
instead of computing a single eigenvector, one often computes
the first r eigenvectors of the (normalized) graph Laplacian
matrix L = I−D−1/2AD−1/2 [62] and use these eigenvectors
as the coordinates of the r-dimensional Euclidean embedding
of the nodes in the graph. Here, A is the (symmetric) graph
adjacency matrix and D is the diagonal degree matrix4.
The power-iteration method can be generalized to the
orthogonal-iteration method to compute the first r eigenvec-
tors [63]. To compute the first r eigenvectors of an N × N
matrix B, we initialize an N×r random matrix X0 and iterate
the following until convergence:
• Compute
Zt = BXt. (27)
• Factorize
QtRt = Zt, (28)
using QR-decomposition.
• Set Xt+1 = Qt.
Usually the N × r matrix Xt is tall and thin, because the
number of required eigenvectors r is much less than N .
The orthogonal-iteration method in (27) and (28) is the
prototype of many large-scale eigendecomposition methods
[2], [3] [4, Section 7.3.2] [5]–[8]. For example, to accelerate
the convergence of the orthogonal-iteration method for a sym-
metric B, one can apply the following procedure as suggested
in [2], [3], [5], [64] after obtaining Qt and Rt in (28):
• Compute
Dt = RtR
>
t . (29)
• Compute the eigendecomposition
StΛtS
>
t = Dt. (30)
• Compute the modified eigenvectors
Xt+1 = QtSt. (31)
Another method is to apply QR-decomposition (28) only once
after computing (27) several times in each iteration, which
has the effect of making the spectrum of B more skewed and
making the convergence faster [6].
4Notice that in spectral clustering, we need the first r eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the r smallest eigenvalues instead of the largest eigenvalues. How-
ever, it is well-known that (1) all eigenvalues of L = I −D−1/2AD−1/2
are within the range [0, 2], and (2) since L is symmetric, all the eigenvectors
of L form an orthonormal basis and are also the eigenvectors of I. There-
fore, the r eigenvectors corresponding to the r smallest eigenvalues of L
are also the r eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of
2I− L = I+D−1/2AD−1/2.
2) Coded Orthogonal Iterations for Computing Multiple
Eigenvectors: We show how to implement a coded version
of the orthogonal-iteration method to compute the first r
eigenvectors of an N ×N matrix B. The number r is much
less than the size of B, so the QR-decomposition (28) can be
directly computed at the master node. The only computation
at the workers is the matrix-matrix multiplication Zt = BXt
in (27).
The procedures of coded orthogonal iterations are outlined
in Algorithm 3. Similar to the computation of Bxt + y in
Algorithm 2, we partition the matrix B into column blocks
[B1, . . . ,Bk] and distribute them to the workers as specified
by the sparsity pattern matrix G. At each iteration, the master
node breaks the Xt into k submatrices X
j
t , j = 1, . . . , k
and each worker computes a linear combination of Wj,t :=
BjX
j
t , j = 1, . . . , k. The i-th worker computes the linear
combination
∑k
j=1 g
t
ijWj,t. The collected results at the master
node, if no noise is present, can be compactly written as
W¯t(G
(t))>, where W¯t = [W1,t,W2,t, . . . ,Wk,t]. Notice
that a rigorous way to write W¯t(G(t))> is to change G(t)
into G(t) ⊗ I to match the matrix sizes. However, to avoid
cumbersome notation and provide a clean presentation of the
main idea, we view Wj,t, j = 1, . . . , k as symbols and still
uses G(t). Again, similar to Algorithm 2, the master node
maintains an estimate of all the Wj,t, which can be written as
Ŵt = [Ŵ1,t, . . . ,Ŵk,t]. In the presence of erasure noise, the
master node can combine the partial coded results W¯t(G
(t)
s )>
and the previous results Ŵt−1 to obtain the current estimate
Ŵt.
In order to accelerate the convergence, we further apply
the procedures from (29) to (31). This modification has to be
applied carefully to the coded computing because the modified
eigenvectors in (31) may not have the same order as in the
previous iteration. Therefore, the naive combination of the
results from the past and the current iteration in substitute
decoding can be affected by the order of the eigenvectors. To
address this problem, we notice that (28)-(31) are equivalent
to the following:
• Factorize
QtRt = Zt, (32)
• Compute the SVD
Rt = StΛ
1
2
t S˜
>
t , (33)
• Compute the modified eigenvectors
Xt+1 = QtSt = ZtR
−1
t St = ZtS˜tΛ
− 12
t . (34)
Thus, we can see that the modified QR-steps in (32)-(34)
essentially right-multiplies a matrix S˜tΛ
− 12
t to Zt, in which
the matrix S˜t has the function of reordering the eigenvectors,
because Λ−
1
2
t is only a diagonal matrix. Therefore, at each
iteration, we apply the same reordering to Ŵt and obtain
Ŵrotatet = [Ŵ1,tS˜t, . . . ,Ŵk,tS˜t], (35)
and uses Ŵrotatet−1 from last iteration for substitute decoding at
the t-th iteration
Ŵt = W¯tVtV
>
t + Ŵ
rotate
t−1 V˜tV˜
>
t , (36)
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where W¯tVtV>t are computed from W¯t(G
(t))> using the
SVD on G(t). The summation of the symbols in Ŵt is the
estimate of Zt:
Zt =
k∑
j=1
Ŵj,t, (37)
Then, instead of (28)-(31), the master node performs the
equivalent steps (32)-(34) to obtain Xt+1. In order to reduce
the decoding time, the master can apply the same method as
in Section III-B and computes Zt directly using
Zt = W¯t(G
(t)
s )
>[UtD−1t V
>
t 1k] + Ŵ
rotate
t−1 [V˜tV˜
>
t 1k], (38)
and updates (36) and (35) while communicating with the
workers.
Algorithm 3 Computing r Eigenvectors Using Coded Orthog-
onal Iterations with Column Splitting
Input: Matrix B and sparsity pattern G.
Preprocessing: Partition B into column blocks and store
them distributedly as specified by the sparsity pattern G.
Generate a series of random generator matrices G(t), t =
1, 2, . . . , T .
Master Node: At each iteration, partition Xt into k sub-
matrices Xjt , j = 1, . . . , k and transmits X
j
t to all worker
i such that Gij = 1. Then, receive partial coded results of
BXt and conduct substitute decoding (38) and get Zt.
Perform the QR-decomposition steps (32)-(34) and set
Xt+1 = Qt.
While transmitting Xt+1 to the other workers, the master
node updates the estimates (36) and (35).
Workers: The i-th worker computes
∑k
j=1 g
t
ijWj,t.
Output: The master node outputs XT .
B. Computing Multiple Singular Vectors using Coded Orthog-
onal Iterations
In the previous section, we discussed the application of com-
puting r > 1 eigenvectors using coded orthogonal iterations.
Here, we discuss the computation of singular vectors or the
truncated SVD. In this section, we focus on the case when the
data matrix B of size n×N is large and sparse, and directly
computing the N × N matrix B>B is not feasible because
storing an N ×N dense matrix B>B is impractical even for
distributed storage. However, we can still partition the sparse
data matrix B into blocks and store them distributedly.
One application of SVD is principal component analysis
(PCA). In PCA, the j-th principal component of the n × N
data matrix B is defined as the j-th column of BX, where
X is formed by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
B>B, or the right-singular vectors of B. In most dimension-
reduction applications, we only need to compute r leading
singular vectors of B, where r  N . The PCA can help
reduce the dimension of the data substantially, in order to
obtain reduced generalization error for classification tasks.
Another application of computing SVD is to obtain the spectral
embedding of a large and sparse matrix in order to detect
anomalies [61], which we will discuss further in Section V-C.
1) Noiseless computation: The right-singular vectors of B
are the eigenvectors of B>B, so the methods discussed in this
section are essentially the same with Section IV-A. However,
the computation of B>B is infeasible, i.e., we cannot compute
the matrix-matrix multiplication step Zt = B>BXt as in (27)
by computing B>B and dividing it into column blocks. If the
computation is noiseless, what we can do is to compute the
matrix-matrix multiplication step Zt = B>BXt distributedly
in the following way:
At workers: Wi,t = B>i BiXt, (39)
At the master node: Zt =
P∑
i=1
Wi,t, (40)
where Bi is the i-th row block in B and Bi is stored locally
at the i-th worker. Notice that for uncoded computation the
number of splits k equals the number of workers P . At the t-th
iteration, the master node broadcasts Xt to all the workers and
receives the result Wi,t = B>i BiXt from the i-th worker. If
the computation is noisy and some of the partial results Wi,t
are not available, the master node simply uses the previous
computational results Wi,t−1. After computing Zt, the master
node computes the QR-decomposition in (32)-(34) to obtain
Xt+1. Notice that even in the uncoded computation, since the
acceleration procedure can rotate the order of eigenvectors, the
master node needs to apply the rotation step (35).
2) Coded computation: The method in this part is essen-
tially the same as Algorithm 3 so we will skip the details.
The only difference is that the partial result is defined as
Wj,t = B
>
j BjXt and the master needs to broadcast the entire
Xt to all the workers.
Algorithm 4 Computing r Singular Vectors Using Coded
Orthogonal Iterations with Column Splitting
Input: Matrix B and sparsity pattern G.
Preprocessing: Partition B into row blocks and store them
distributedly as specified by the sparsity pattern G. Generate
a series of random generator matrices G(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , T .
Master Node: At each iteration, broadcast Xt to all work-
ers. Then, receive partial coded results of B>BXt and
conduct substitute decoding (38) and get Zt.
Perform the QR-decomposition steps (32)-(34) and set
Xt+1 = Qt.
While transmitting Xt+1 to the workers, the master node
updates the estimates (36) and (35).
Workers: The i-th worker computes
∑k
j=1 g
t
ijWj,t.
Output: The master node outputs XT .
C. Computing Gradient Descent using Substitute Decoding
The substitute decoding method can also be applied to
the distributed computing of gradient descent with erasures.
Notice that gradient-coding has been studied substantially by
previous works [14], [34]–[37]. Some of these works also
consider applying sparse encoding matrices to obtain better
scalability to more erasures. Comparing to previous results
which focus on coded computing of the SUM function, the
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substitute decoding method maintains a full copy of all the
partial gradients from each worker for the purpose of substi-
tution. From this angle, substitute decoding can be viewed as
introducing momentum into the gradient computation using
coding-based methods.
Suppose the whole dataset is split into k non-overlapping
subsets and distributed to P workers according to the sparsity
pattern matrix G, i.e., the j-th copy is sent to the i-th worker if
Gi,j = 1. Each worker obtains a constant number of subsets.
At each iteration, each worker computes a constant number
of partial gradients wj,t for all the subset indices j that are
allocated to it. Then, it encodes these gradients by
zi,t =
k∑
j=1
gtijwj,t, (41)
and sends the encoded partial gradient to the master node. If
all the encoded partial gradients are available, the master node
obtainsz1,t...
zP,t
 =

gt11 . . . g
t
1k
gt21 . . . g
t
2k
...
. . .
...
gtP1 . . . g
t
Pk

w1,t...
wk,t
 = G(t)W¯t, (42)
where W¯t :=
w1,t...
wk,t
. Then, the master node conducts the
substitute decoding and computes the estimate of the full
gradients
Ŵt = VtV
>
t W¯t + V˜tV˜
>
t Ŵt−1, (43)
where Ŵt :=
ŵ1,t...
ŵk,t
 are the estimates of the full gradients
at the master node, and the matrices Vt and V˜t are obtained
using SVD in a similar way as in the previous sections. The
coded gradient descent algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS ON CODED ITERATIVE
COMPUTATION USING SUBSTITUTE DECODING
A. Coded Power Iterations for PageRank Computation on the
Twitter Graph
1) The row-splitting case: To support Theorem III.1, we
compare uncoded, replication-based power iterations and Al-
gorithm 1 on the Twitter graph [65]. We also show the
result of noiseless power iterations. We run 100 independent
simulations and average the results. There are P = 20 workers.
In each iteration, 50% of the workers are disabled randomly.
In the uncoded simulation, the graph matrix is partitioned into
P = 20 row blocks. The master node updates xt+1 = Bxt+y
on the row blocks where results are available, and maintains
the unavailable rows as xt. In the replication-based simulation,
B is partitioned into 10 row blocks and each one is replicated
in 2 workers. Therefore, in each iteration, effectively 50% of
the entries in xt get updated in the uncoded simulation and
Algorithm 5 Computing Gradient Descent Using Substitute
Decoding
Input: The whole dataset and sparsity pattern matrix G.
Preprocessing: Partition the dataset into subsets and store
them distributedly as specified by the sparsity pattern G.
Generate a series of random generator matrices G(t), t =
1, 2, . . . , T .
Master Node: Send out xt at each iteration and receive
partial coded gradients zi,t in (41). Decode the gradients
using substitute decoding defined in (43).
After that, the master node computes the sum of gradients∑k
j=1 ŵj,t and updates the parameter
xt = xt−1 − 
k∑
j=1
ŵj,t. (44)
Workers: Worker-i computes zi,t in (41) and sends zi,t to
the master node.
Output: The master node outputs xT after T iterations.
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Fig. 4. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based and substitute-
decoding-based power iterations on the Twitter graph. Substitute decoding
(blue line) achieves almost exactly the same convergence rate as the noiseless
case (red line) for the same number of iterations. Coded computing also beats
the other techniques for the same communication time complexity.
about 75% of the entries in xt get updated in the replication-
based simulation. For the coded case, the sparsity pattern
matrix G is randomly generated using Definition 1 with degree
d = 2 and d = 3. The code is a (20, 10) code with rate 1/2.
We show in Table I how the sample average estimate of δt
changes with the degree of G.
Cost Analysis: We also compare the convergence rates
against communication cost (see Fig. 4; right). For Algo-
rithm 1, B is partitioned into k = 10 row blocks and encoded
into 20 row blocks. The communication complexity in each
iteration is N(1+1/k) = 1.1N . Similarly, it can be shown that
the communication complexity of uncoded and replication-
based power iterations are respectively N(1 + 1/P ) = 1.05N
and N(1 + 1/k) = 1.1N . Since the average degree of the
sparsity pattern is d = 2 ∼ 3, computation cost and memory
consumption only increase by a constant. We also plot the
tradeoff for replication scheme with the same storage cost as
d = 3. However, in this case, the communication complexity
for replication is larger, which is N(1 + d/k) = 1.3N .
2) The column-splitting case: To support Theorem III.2,
we compare Algorithm 2 with the baseline methods again
on the Twitter graph, but with column splitting (see Fig. 5).
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d¯(G) 2 3 4 5
δt 0.1294 0.0442 0.0243 0.0040
TABLE I
THE FACTOR δt DECREASES WHEN THE DEGREE OF G INCREASES.
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Ours, Coded, degree=2
Ours, Coded, degree=3
Fig. 5. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based and substitute-
decoding-based power iterations in column-wise splitting. Substitute decoding
(blue line) achieves almost exactly the same convergence rate as the noiseless
case (red line). Coded computing beats the other techniques for the same
communication time complexity.
We split the graph into k = 48 column-blocks and encoded
them into P = 96 column-blocks. Notice that compared to the
row-splitting case, the coded power iterations in the column-
splitting case have higher communication cost because each
worker has to receive either 2 or 3 subvectors from the master
node depending on the degree of the generator matrix (number
of non-zeros in each row). This makes its communication
complexity increase from N(1 + 1/k) to N(1 + d/k), and
d = 2 or 3.
3) The SUMMA-splitting case: In SUMMA splitting, we
also compare uncoded, replication-based power iterations and
the coded power iterations on the Twitter graph (see Fig. 6).
The number of workers is P = 200 and the matrix is
partitioned into k = 100 square submatrices using a
√
k ×√
k = 10 × 10 SUMMA splitting. The workers are grouped
into subsets of
√
k = 10 and in each subset, we apply
substitute decoding with a (P/
√
k,
√
k) =(20,10) code. The
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Fig. 6. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based and substitute-
decoding-based power iterations in SUMMA splitting. All schemes use
SUMMA splitting on the linear system matrix. Substitute decoding with
degree 3 and degree 2 (two blue lines) are not close to the noiseless case (red
line) because of increased communication time cost due to low-rate coding
(with rate 1/2). Coded computing still beats the other techniques for the same
communication time cost.
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Fig. 7. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based and substitute-
decoding-based orthogonal iterations. Substitute decoding (blue line) achieves
almost exactly the same convergence rate as the noiseless case (red line).
other experimental setting is exactly the same as in the row-
splitting case.
Remark 4. Notice that the number of workers that respond
in one of the worker subsets may be different from that in
another subset, and this is the reason that the coded computing
cannot be expected to achieve the convergence rate of the
noiseless case. This is also why the performance of coded
computing seems to saturate when the degree changes from 2
to 3 in Figure 6. More specifically, the substitute decoding can
provide the full advantage when the number of responses is
equal to
√
k in each group. When the number of responses
in a group is larger than
√
k, the partial encoding matrix
inside that particular group has larger than
√
k rows, but it
can only provide similar results with the case when only√
k workers respond because the partial encoding matrix in
the latter case is already close to full rank (see Table I for
the small δt when the number of responses is equal to the
number of splits). Thus, to achieve improved performance
for a sparse code with a larger degree, it may be useful to
design a coding algorithm that uses entangled encoding in
both rows and columns of the SUMMA splitting. However,
the most straightforward way of using entangled row and
column coding, i.e., directly combining the coded computing
schemes in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, will increase the
communication cost substantially and is not suitable for the
purpose of reducing speed in distributed computing.
B. Coded Orthogonal Iterations for Spectral Clustering
To test the performance of Algorithm 3, we compare un-
coded, replication-based orthogonal iterations and Algorithm 3
in the application of spectral clustering [60], [62] on syn-
thesized graphs (see Fig. 7) generated from the stochastic
block model with two clusters. We also show the result
of noiseless orthogonal iterations. We compute the first two
eigenvectors of the normalized graph Laplacian matrix and
measure convergence in terms of the MSE of the eigenvector
estimation. The second eigenvector is used to generate the
clustering result in Fig. 8 with a threshold value 0, i.e., the
nodes are partitioned into two clusters based on the signs of
the corresponding entries in the second eigenvector.
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the clustering result of the graph adjacency matrix
using the spectral clustering algorithm with coded computing techniques.
We generate a graph from the stochastic block model with
two clusters and with intra-cluster connection probability 0.02
and inter-cluster connection probability 0.003. There are P =
96 workers. In each iteration, 50% of the workers are disabled
randomly. In the uncoded simulation, the graph matrix is
partitioned into P = 96 column blocks. The master node
updates Zt = BXt using the column blocks where results are
available, and maintains the unavailable column blocks from
the last iteration. In the replication-based simulation (same
communication), B is partitioned into k = 48 column blocks
and each one is replicated in 2 workers. The replication-based
method (same storage) uses the same storage of data as the
coded case but does not compute the linear combinations of the
partial results. For the case of coded computing, the sparsity
pattern matrix G is randomly generated using Definition 1 for
degree d = 2 and d = 3. The code is a (96, 48) code with
rate 1/2. We run 100 independent simulations and average the
results. Since the number of eigenvectors to compute is very
small, we do not use the acceleration method in (32)-(34). In
this case, the uncoded computation does not converge at all.
Cost Analysis: In each iteration, the communication com-
plexity is Nr(1+d/k) = 1.04Nr or 1.06Nr because we have
r eigenvectors to compute. Similarly, it can be shown that
the communication complexity of uncoded, replication-based
(same communication) and replication-based (same storage)
orthogonal iterations are respectively Nr(1+1/P ) = 1.01Nr,
Nr(d+ d/k) = 3.06Nr (we use d=3 for replication with the
same storage) and Nr(1 + 1/k) = 1.02Nr. Therefore, the
communication costs of these strategies are similar.
C. Coded Orthogonal Iterations for Singular Value Decom-
position
We compare Algorithm 4 with the baseline algorithms
on synthesized matrices with planted dense submatrices (see
Fig. 10; left) and compute the first 5 singular vectors. We
report the MSE of the computed eigenvectors in Fig. 9. We
also show the result of noiseless orthogonal iterations. We
run 100 independent simulations and average the results. In
each simulation, we generate a random sparse matrix of size
1000×1000 with non-zero probability 0.01 and plant 5 dense
blocks of size 50×50 with non-zero probability 0.2. Each non-
zero entry is uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. There are P = 100
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Fig. 9. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based and substitute-
decoding-based orthogonal iterations for principal component analysis. Sub-
stitute decoding (blue line) achieves almost exactly the same convergence rate
as the noiseless case (red line). Coded computing beats the other techniques
for the same communication time complexity.
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Fig. 10. This figure shows the phenomenon of “Eigenspokes”, which shows
that the principal components of a sparse matrix with dense blocks can have
spoke-like patterns [61]. These patterns can help identify anomalous dense
blocks inside a huge network.
workers. In each iteration, 50% of the workers are disabled
randomly. The noiseless case is the same as the one described
in Section IV-B1. In the uncoded simulation, the master node
maintains the partial computation result Zi,t = B>i BiXt from
the i-th worker at each time slot. If at the (t+1)-th time slot the
i-th worker fails to send the result, the master node just uses
the same partial result in the last iteration. In the replication-
based simulation (same communication), B is partitioned into
k = 50 row blocks and each one is replicated in 2 workers. The
replication-based method (same communication) is similar to
the uncoded one except that each Zi,t is computed in two
workers for the purpose of achieving fault/straggler tolerance.
The replication-based method (same storage) uses the same
storage of data as the coded case but does not compute
the linear combinations of the partial results. For the coded
case, the sparsity pattern matrix G is randomly generated by
assigning 3 ones in each row. The code is a (100, 50) code with
rate 1/2. We also report the phenomenon of “Eigenspokes” in
the right part of Fig. 10. For each scattered point (x, y), x is
the corresponding entry in the 3rd singular vector, and y is the
corresponding entry in the 5th singular vector. The scattered
points in the anomalous dense blocks show regular patterns
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Fig. 11. The comparison between uncoded, replication-based, approximate-
gradient-coding-based [35] and substitute-decoding-based gradient-descent
computing. Substitute decoding (blue line) achieves exactly the same con-
vergence rate as noiseless computation (red line). Coded computing beats the
other techniques for the same communication time complexity. The reason
that the coded computing converges slightly faster than the noiseless case is
explained in Remark 5.
on this plot.
Cost Analysis: The communication complexity is 2Nr
for all schemes except the replication scheme with the same
storage, in which case the communication complexity is
2(1 + d)Nr, where d is the number of ones assigned to each
row of the encoding matrix. The computation cost of coded
computing increases by a constant factor compared to the
uncoded case.
D. Coded Gradient Descent using Substitute Decoding
To test the performance of Algorithm 5, we compare
uncoded, replication-based, and approximate-gradient-coding-
based [35] gradient computing (using fractional repetition
codes) and Algorithm 5 on synthesized data (see Fig. 11).
We also show the result of noiseless gradient descent.
We compute the result of the following optimization prob-
lem
min
x
‖y −Ax‖2 , (45)
where A is the data matrix of size 5000×1000 and y is of
length 5000. We compute x using the vanilla gradient descent
xt+1 = xt −  1
N
A>(Axt − y). (46)
We run 100 independent simulations and average the results.
In each simulation, we generate a random Gaussian matrix
A and a Gaussian random vector y. There are P = 100
workers. All schemes use the same step size  = 0.5. In
the noiseless case, we partition the dataset into 100 parts and
store one part at each worker. All workers can successfully
compute the correct results and send to the master. In the
other cases, in each iteration, 50% of the workers are disabled
randomly. In the uncoded simulation, the master aggregates
the gradients from only the workers that successfully send
back the partial gradients. In the replication-based simulation
(same communication), the data is partitioned into 50 subsets
and each one is replicated in 2 workers. The replication-based
method (same communication) is similar to the uncoded one
except that each partial gradient is computed in two workers
for the purpose of achieving fault/straggler tolerance. The
replication-based method (same storage) uses the same storage
of data as the coded case but does not compute the linear
combinations of the partial results. For the coded case, the
sparsity pattern matrix G is randomly generated by assigning
2 ones in each row. The code is a (100, 50) code with rate 1/2.
The gradient coding algorithm that we compare with is the one
in [35] using fractional repetition code. The coding matrix is
also of size (100, 50) and there are two ones in each row, i.e.,
each worker computes two partial gradients and transmits the
sum, and each pair of partial gradients is computed at four
workers. We choose this algorithm to compare with because
it also computes the approximate gradient.
Cost Analysis: The communication complexity in this case
is 2ddata where ddata is the dimension of the data, because
we have two rounds of communication during each iteration.
The communication costs of all the compared schemes are the
same except the replication scheme with the same storage, in
which case the communication complexity is 2(1+d)ddata. The
computation cost of the coded method increases by a constant
factor compared to the uncoded method and replication-based
method (same communication). The gradient coding method,
the replication method (same storage) and our algorithm have
exactly the same communication cost, computation cost and
storage cost.
Remark 5. It may be surprising that the result of coded
computing actually converges slightly faster than the noiseless
case. Our explanation is that the coded computing with sub-
stitute decoding provides a way of combining past gradients
with the current gradients and hence introduces a certain type
of momentum into the computation of gradient descent. It
has been observed for long [66] that introducing momentum
may prevent the convergence trajectory from oscillating in
a “narrow valley”. Therefore, we conjecture that for the
specific problem of computing gradient descent, the substitute
decoding method provides a coded way of introducing mo-
mentum. Deeply investigating this behavior and the possible
improvements in coding schemes resulted from this behavior
is our future goal.
VI. PROOFS
A. Proof of Theorem III.1
Lemma VI.1. If the sparsity pattern in Definition 1 is used and
Assumption 1 holds, the projection matrix VtV>t satisfies
E[VtV>t ] = (1− δt)Ik, (47)
where the expectation is taken respect to the randomness of
non-zero entries’ values (the sparsity pattern G is fixed) and
the randomness of the workers’ failure events.
Proof. See Appendix A for the full proof. The proof relies on
proving some symmetric properties of E[VtV>t ]. We prove
that the symmetry of standard Gaussian pdf on the real line
ensures that all of the off-diagonal entries in E[VtV>t ] are
zero. Further, we prove that the “combined cyclic” structure of
G in Definition 1 ensures that all diagonal entries on E[VtV>t ]
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are identical. The two facts above show that E[VtV>t ] = xIk
for some constant x. Then, we can use a property of trace to
compute x and obtain (47).
We denote the projection VtV>t by PV . Then, from (8),
V˜tV˜
>
t = Ik − PV . The first term vec
(
VtV
>
t mat (Bet)
)
=
vec (PV mat (Bet)) in (17) can be bounded by
E
[
‖vec (PV mat (Bet))‖2
]
(a)
= E
[
‖(PV ⊗ Ib)Bet‖2
]
(b)
=E
[
trace
(
(Bet)
>(PV ⊗ Ib)>(PV ⊗ Ib)Bet
)]
(c)
=E
[
trace
(
Bet(Bet)
>(PV ⊗ Ib)>(PV ⊗ Ib)
)]
(d)
= trace
(
E
[
Bet(Bet)
>]E [(PV ⊗ Ib)>(PV ⊗ Ib)])
=trace
(
E
[
Bet(Bet)
>]E [(P>V PV )⊗ Ib])
(e)
= trace
(
E
[
Bet(Bet)
>]E [PV ⊗ Ib])
(f)
= trace
(
E
[
Bet(Bet)
>] ((1− δt)Ik)⊗ Ib)
=(1− δt)trace
(
E
[
Bet(Bet)
>]) = (1− δt)E[‖Bet‖2],
(48)
where (a) is from the property of mat-vec operations, (b) is
because (PV ⊗Ib)Bet is a vector, (c) is because trace(AB) =
trace(BA), (d) is because trace and E commutes and the
projection PV only depends on the random partial generator
matrix Gs and is independent of et, (e) is because PV
is a projection matrix and (f ) is from Lemma VI.1 and
PV = VtV
>
t . Similarly, we can prove
E
[
‖vec ((Ik −PV )mat (et))‖2
]
= δtE[‖et‖2]. (49)
Therefore
E[‖et+1‖2]
(a)
=E[
∥∥vec (VtV>t mat (Bet))∥∥2] + E[∥∥∥vec(V˜tV˜>t mat (et))∥∥∥2]
(b)
=(1− δt)E[‖Bet‖2] + δtE[‖et‖2],
(50)
where (a) is from (17) and the Pythagorean theorem, and (b)
is from (48) and (49). Thus, we have completed the proof.
B. Proof of Theorem III.2
Since Vt and V˜t are orthogonal to each other we have
[u1∗, . . . ,uk∗] =[u1∗, . . . ,uk∗]VtV>t + [u
1∗, . . . ,uk∗]V˜tV˜>t
=[B1x
1∗, . . . ,Bkxk∗]VtV>t
+ [u1∗, . . . ,uk∗]V˜tV˜>t .
(51)
Subtracting (51) from (13), we have
[e1t , . . . , e
k
t ] =[B1
1
t , . . . ,Bk
k
t ]VtV
>
t
+ [e1t−1, . . . , e
k
t−1]V˜tV˜
>
t ,
(52)
where jt = x
j
t − xj∗ is the j-th subvector of et = xt − x∗.
The above equation and the following equation (from (23))
describe two coupled linear systems of jt and e
j
t :
1
t+1
...
kt+1
 = et+1 = k∑
j=1
ejt . (53)
Now, we analyze the coupled linear systems (52) and (53).
First, we vectorize the matrices in (52). This gives the follow-
ing equatione
1
t
...
ekt
 = [VtV>t ⊗ IN ]
B1
1
t
...
Bk
k
t
+ [V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN ]
e
1
t−1
...
e1t−1
 .
(54)
Define
Bexpand =
B1 . . .
Bk
 . (55)
Then, from (54), we havee
1
t
...
ekt
 =[VtV>t ⊗ IN ]Bexpand

1
t
...
kt
+ [V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN ]
e
1
t−1
...
e1t−1

(a)
= [VtV
>
t ⊗ IN ]Bexpand
k∑
j=1
ejt−1 + [V˜tV˜
>
t ⊗ IN ]
e
1
t−1
...
e1t−1

=[VtV
>
t ⊗ IN ]Bexpand[IN , IN , . . . , IN ]
e
1
t−1
...
ekt−1

+ [V˜tV˜
>
t ⊗ IN ]
e
1
t−1
...
e1t−1
 ,
(56)
where step (a) is from (53).
Recall that
Et =
e
1
t
...
ekt
 . (57)
Then, the above equation can be simplified to
Et = [VtV
>
t ⊗ IN ]B(k)expandEt−1 + [V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN ]Et−1, (58)
where B(k)expand := Bexpand[IN , IN , . . . , IN ]. Since VtV
>
t ⊗ IN
and V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN are two projections that are orthogonal to
each other, we have
E[‖Et‖2] =E
[∥∥∥[VtV>t ⊗ IN ]B(k)expandEt−1∥∥∥2]
+ E
[∥∥∥[V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN ]Et−1∥∥∥2] . (59)
Then, we can use the same derivation in (48) to show that
E
[∥∥∥[VtV>t ⊗ IN ]B(k)expandEt−1∥∥∥2] = (1−δt)∥∥∥B(k)expandEt−1∥∥∥2 ,
(60)
and
E
[∥∥∥[V˜tV˜>t ⊗ IN ]Et−1∥∥∥2] = δt ‖Et−1‖2 . (61)
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Plugging (60) and (61) into (59), we obtain
E[‖Et‖2] =(1− δt)
∥∥∥B(k)expandEt−1∥∥∥2 + δt ‖Et−1‖2
≤(1− δt)
∥∥∥B(k)expand∥∥∥2
2
‖Et−1‖2 + δt ‖Et−1‖2 .
(62)
Thus, to prove (25), we only need to prove∥∥∥B(k)expand∥∥∥
2
= ‖B‖col, where ‖B‖col is defined by
‖B‖col =
√
kmaxj{‖Bj‖2}. To prove this, we notice
that ∥∥∥B(k)expand∥∥∥
2
= ‖Bexpand[IN , IN , . . . , IN ]‖2
=
√
k ‖Bexpand‖2
=
√
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
B1 . . .
Bk

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
√
kmax{‖Bj‖2} = ‖B‖col .
(63)
Therefore, we have completed the proof.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA VI.1
Proof. First, notice that although the SVD decomposition of
G
(t)
s in (6) is not unique, the projection matrix VtV>t is
unique for a certain G(t)s , because it is the projection onto
the row space of G(t)s . Then, before we prove the lemma, we
show another lemma that will be useful.
Lemma A.1. Suppose P is a k×k orthonormal matrix. Then,
if the corresponding projection matrix of G(t)s is VtV>t , the
corresponding projection matrix of G(t)s P is P>VtV>t P.
Proof. If G(t)s has the SVD decomposition G
(t)
s = UtDtV
>
t ,
then G(t)s P = UtDt(V>t P) is a valid SVD of G
(t)
s P, which
means the projection matrix now should be (V>t P)
>V>t P =
P>VtV>t P.
Now, we prove two properties of the expected projection
matrix.
A. Property 1: all off-diagonal entries in E[VtV>t ] are zero
Suppose Pi of size k × k is the diagonal matrix where
all diagonal entries are 1 except the i-th diagonal entry is
−1. When we multiply G(t)s Pi, we effectively flips the i-th
column of G(t)s . Now, we observe the fact that the distribution
of G(t)s Pi is exactly the same as the distribution of G
(t)
s ,
because all non-zeros in G have unit Gaussian distribution and
the positive and negative part of this distribution is symmetric.
Therefore, the projection VtV>t , which is a deterministic
function of G(t)s , has the same distribution as the projection
P>i VtV
>
t Pi, which means
E[VtV>t ] = E[P>i VtV>t Pi] = P>i E[VtV>t ]Pi. (64)
By the structure of Pi, this means that after flipping the i-th
column and the i-th row of E[VtV>t ], the matrix stays the
same. The only way that this can be true is that all entries on
the i-th row and the i-th column are zero, except the diagonal
entry.
B. Property 2: all diagonal entries in E[VtV>t ] are equal
Suppose Ppi is the k × k permutation matrix
Ppi =

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 1
1 0 0 · · · 0
 . (65)
It is an orthonormal matrix. When we multiply G(t)s Ppi ,
we effectively do a cyclic shift on the columns of G(t)s by
pushing each column to its left (except for the left most
column which is pushed to the right-most). Then, we show
that the distribution of G(t)s is again exactly the same as the
distribution of G(t)s Ppi . To prove this, we look at a specific
random initialization of G(t)s Ppi . Suppose G
(t)
s occupies a
rows in S1 and b rows in S2, where recall that S1 and S2
are square cyclic matrices (see Definition 1). Suppose the a
rows are the i1, i2, . . . , ia-th rows in S1 and the b rows are the
j1, j2, . . . , jb-th rows in S2. Then, after permuting the columns
of G(t)s by Ppi , the sparsity pattern of G
(t)
s Ppi is the same as
if the (i1−1, i2−1, . . . , ia−1)(mod k)-th rows in S1 and the
(j1−1, j2−1, . . . , jb−1)(mod k)-th rows in S2 are chosen for
a realization of G(t)s . This ensures that there exists a realization
of G(t)s which is exactly the same as the examined realization
of G(t)s Ppi . These two realizations have a one-to-one mapping
because no other realizations of G(t)s Ppi will lead to the same
realization5 of G(t)s and the pdfs of these two realizations are
5There is a subtle point here that when the cyclic rows of S1 and S2 are
the same, the mapping is not one-to-one anymore. Therefore, S1 and S2 can
be chosen to have different cyclic rows.
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also the same, because all rows are selected uniformly and
the all entries have the same unit Gaussian distribution. Based
on this one-to-one mapping, we know that the distribution of
G
(t)
s and G
(t)
s Ppi are the same. Therefore, similar to (64), we
obtain
E[VtV>t ] = P>pi E[VtV>t ]Ppi. (66)
From Property 1 we have proved that all the off-diagonal
entries in E[VtV>t ] are 0. From (66), we have that the cyclic
shift on the diagonal also remains the same. This means all
diagonal entries in E[VtV>t ] are identical.
C. Prove E[VtV>t ] = (1− δt)Ik
From Property 1 and Property 2, we can assume that
E[VtV>t ] = xIk for some constant x. Notice that on one
hand,
trace[E[VtV>t ]] = E[trace[VtV>t ]]
=E[trace[V>t Vt]] = E[rank(G(t)s )].
(67)
One the other hand,
trace[E[VtV>t ]] = trace[xIk] = xk, (68)
so we have x = E[rank(G
(t)
s )]
k = 1− δt.
APPENDIX B
EQUIVALENCE OF SEVERAL NORMS
A. For G(N, p) the induced two-norm ‖A‖ is close to ρ(A)
We prove a lemma stating that for G(N, p), the induced
two-norm ‖A‖ is close to ρ(A).
Lemma B.1. For random graph from the Erdös-Rényi model
G(N, p), the column-normalized adjacency matrix A satisfies
Pr
(
‖A‖ >
√
1 + 
1− ρ(A)
)
< 3Ne−
2Np/8. (69)
Proof. It is well known that the node degrees of Erdös-Rényi
graphs concentrate at Np. For example, Theorem 4.1 in the
online book chapter here https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~avrim/598/
chap4only.pdf has the following theorem.
Theorem B.1. Let v be a vertex of the random graph G(N, p).
For 0 < α <
√
Np
Pr(|Np− deg(v)| ≥ α
√
Np) ≤ 3e−α2/8. (70)
Therefore, by the union bound, with probability at least 1−
3Ne−
2Np/8, all nodes in the graph have degree within the
range (Np(1 − ), Np(1 + )). The matrix A is the column-
normalized adjacency matrix, so its spectral radius ρ(A) = 1.
By Hölder’s inequality
‖A‖2 ≤
√
‖A‖1 ‖A‖∞. (71)
The induced 1-norm ‖A‖1 is also the maximum absolute
column sum and the induced infinity norm ‖A‖∞ is also
the maximum absolute row sum. Since A is the column-
normalized, the induced 1-norm satisfies
‖A‖1 = 1. (72)
Since the degree of the graph is within range (Np(1 −
), Np(1 + )) with high probability, the minimum normal-
ization factor for a node v when doing column normalization,
i.e., the minimum column sum of the un-normalized adjacency
matrix, is greater than Np(1 − ) with high probability. This
means that with high probability, all non-zeros in A are
smaller than 1Np(1−) . Moreover, the maximum number of
non-zeros of A in each row is also smaller than Np(1 + )
with high probability. This means that the maximum row sum
‖A‖∞ satisfies the following with high probability
‖A‖∞ ≤
Np(1 + )
Np(1− ) =
1 + 
1−  . (73)
From (71) to (73), with high probability (at least 1 −
3Ne−
2Np/8),
‖A‖2 ≤
√
1 + 
1−  =
√
1 + 
1− ρ(A). (74)
This completes the proof.
B. For G(N, p) ‖A‖col is close to ρ(A)
Lemma B.2. For random graph from the Erdös-Rényi model
G(N, p), the column-normalized adjacency matrix A satisfies
Pr
(
‖A‖col >
√(
1 +
k
N
)
1 + 
1− ρ(A)
)
<3Ne−
2Np/8 + 3kNe−
2Np/(8k).
(75)
Proof. Notice that ‖A‖col is defined as ‖A‖col =√
kmaxj{‖Aj‖2}, where A1,A2 . . . ,Ak are the column
blocks of the column-normalized adjacency matrix A. For
each Aj , we will prove that with high probability, ‖Aj‖ ≈
1√
k
ρ(A). Then, using the union bound, we can prove that with
high probability,
√
kmaxj{‖Aj‖2} ≈ ρ(A).
We divide the nodes of the graph into k subsets according to
the column-splitting A = [A1,A2, . . . ,Ak]. For an arbitrary
Aj , suppose its i-th row has degij non-zeros. Notice that degij
is the degree of the i-th node in the subgraph induced by
the i-th node and all nodes in the j-th subset of all nodes.
Then, this subgraph is an Erdös-Rényi graph with random
connection probability p and node number N/k+1. Therefore,
from Theorem B.1 and the union bound, with probability
at least 1 − 3kNe−2(N/k+1)p/8 ≥ 1 − 3kNe−2Np/(8k),
for all node i and all subgraph j the degree degij is in
the range ((N/k + 1)p(1 − ), (N/k + 1)p(1 + )). Also,
similar to the proof in Section B-A, with probability at least
1− 3Ne−2Np/8, all nodes in the original graph have degree
within the range (Np(1−), Np(1+)). Thus, with probability
at least 1 − 3kNe−2Np/(8k) − 3Ne−2Np/8, the maximum
row-sum of all Aj satisfies
max
j
{‖Aj‖∞} ≤
(N/k + 1)p(1 + )
Np(1− ) =
(
1
k
+
1
N
)
1 + 
1−  .
(76)
By Hölder’s inequality
‖Aj‖2 ≤
√
‖Aj‖1 ‖Aj‖∞. (77)
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Since all Aj are column-normalized, the column sum
‖Aj‖1 = 1,∀j. Thus, with probability at least 1 −
3kNe−
2Np/(8k) − 3Ne−2Np/8,
max
j
{‖Aj‖2} ≤
√(
1
k
+
1
N
)
1 + 
1−  . (78)
Since ρ(A) = 1, with high probability,
‖A‖col =
√
kmax
j
{‖Aj‖2} ≤
√(
1 +
k
N
)
1 + 
1− ρ(A).
(79)
